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Announcements

- Fall CTF went great
- Approx. 300 Attendees!

- Social Event this weekend (Saturday)
- Vote on what it will be by Friday @ 7PM

- Back to 1404???
- We don't know when… earliest Oct 7.



ctf.sigpwny.com

sigpwny{praise_tobac}



OSINT
Open Source INTelligence



What is OSINT

- Open Source
- The stuff you are gathering is accessible to the general public
- If it is not immediately accessible, it will be

- Intelligence
- Information that can be used / is valuable for some operation.
- Big range of value

- Birthdays and usernames >> post content etc.

- Pseudonyms
- Recon, Cyberreconnisance, HUMINT etc.
- Generally considered "easy" in security (not true)



A Warning (OSINT Ethics)

OSINT, especially HUMINT (Human Intelligence) is functionally 
stalking.

DON'T BE A CREEP
Make sure you have permission before OSINTing someone/thing
You could find something you don’t like / aren't supposed to



Explicit OSINT Code of Ethics

1. You will not INTERACT with any user without first confirming with 
absolute certainty that they are a part of the challenge. In the case of 
these challenges, there is no need to create any content
2. You will not perform any port scans on backend services or 
attempt to do any investigation by logging in to any of the 
aforementioned accounts. This is not web hacking
3. You will not perform invasive investigative OSINT on other 
people without their explicit consent. This includes friends, family, 
coworkers, and strangers.

While exceptions exist to this code, those exceptions don't apply 
here!



Why is this important?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIG4kTJTZuY


Types of Intelligence

- Systems Intelligence

- Network Intelligence

- Organizational Intelligence

- Human Intelligence ← Primary focus of today's talk



Systems Intelligence
What is it made of?



Systems Intelligence - Summary

Get information about a system you are attacking.

Trick the system into giving you that information voluntarily

Methods
- Port scanning
- Information probes
- IRL Intelligence



Port Scanning - Common Ports
Port Service Port Service Port Service Port Service

20-21 FTP (File Transfer) 137-139 NetBIOS (Sessions) 530 RPC 
(Remote Procedure Calls)

3479 PlayStation Network

22 SSH (Secure Shell) 156 SQL (Databases) 666 Doom ONLINE 4070 Amazon Echo Dot → Spotify

23 Telnet (Text comms) 194 IRC (Chatting) 666 Aircrack-ng C2 Server 4444 Metasploit listener

25 SMTP (Mail Transfer) 311 macOS Server (Admin) 740-754 Kerberos related stuff 5000 AirPlay (Among Others)

53 DNS (Domains) 389 LDAP (Windows)
(Active Directory Access)

1776 EMIS (1st Responders) 5900 VNC (Virtual Network Computing)

67-68 Bootstrap / DHCP 443 HTTPS (Websites) 3074 Xbox for Windows 5985 Powershell 
(Remote Management)

80 HTTP (Websites) 444 AD (Windows)
(Active Directory)

3306 MySQL (Databases) 8080 Alternate HTTP
(Also 8000 / 8008)

88 Kerberos (Authentication) 445 SMB (Windows) 3389 RDP (Microsoft Remote) 25565 Minecraft Server

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers



Port Scanning - Implications

- Adversarial
- Ports being open can often provide information about a system.
- If 80, 443, and 8080 are open it probably has a website.
- But if 53, 445, 3389, etc… it is likely a Domain Controller (DC)

- Ethical / Legal
- Port scanning can harm system availability
- Starts to enter a legally / ethically grey area
- DO NOT PORTSCAN THE GODDAMN US GOVERNMENT



Network Intelligence
Where is it and who is it talking to?



Network Intelligence - Summary

Like system intelligence, but focused more on communications.

Given a network of systems, who talks to who and why.

What is the dataflow to, from, and within a network

A lot of what you do here is going to be on Windows, so this 
section will be more geared towards that.



Organizational Intel
What are they doing!?!?



Organizational Intel - OpSec

- How is an organization’s 
OpSec?

- What is the email format 
(firstname.lastname)

- Preferred _______ (airline, hotel 
etc.)

- What are their IT/security 
protocols?

- Do org members have strong 
opsec

- attacking a company = attacking 
people

- Internal document leakage

Rachel Tobac, Opsec/SocEng badass 



Human Intelligence
Who is this person?



Human Intelligence

- This is easiest thing to learn
- Creating a map of a person

- Everything from social media 
to IRL address

- Tons of different methods, 
too many to put on a 
summary page



Human Information Gathering 
Methods
- Profiles

- Links, pictures, stuff that goes to other stuff
- Build a map of someone

- Username Reuse
- Same across lots of places!
- Helpful for these chals!

- Images
- Reverse ____ searching!

- Deleted Content
- Archivists save old websites!
- Wayback machine!



General OSINT Methods
Mostly applies to everything



OSINT Tips - Identities

Split Identities
- Most people have two identities online

- Professional
- Casual

- Your job when doing OSINT is to link them

Sherlock
- Can be used to find specific usernames on tons of platforms.
- Definitely try it on your usernames!



Twitter

- TWEETS & replies are 
ALWAYS WHERE YOU 
SHOULD LOOK FIRST

- Twitter bios have info, 
location, birthday, and a link 
to somewhere

- Advanced Searches: good

- Follower / Following lists 
can help find friends



YouTube

Channels
- Banner, Profile Picture
- About tab, playlists

Playlists
- Unlisted videos are visible

Videos
- Closed captions, different 

languages. 3 Englishes!
- Description, comments (not 

searchable)



GitHub

Profile page
- View featured repos
- Links, socials, location
- email

Repositories
- Commit history
- Pull Requests & 

Comments

Comments / User Content
- Can exist in many places





Reddit

- Reddit is a semi-anonymous website

- Link people to other platforms

- Profile
- Profile Pictures, Banner Photos
- Comments, posts, links
- Moderator
- Awards

- Posts
- Search by top

- old.reddit.com



LinkedIn

- LinkedIn is a very open website
- Most people tend not to lie or be very hidden

- Profile
- Profile & Banner Pictures
- Posts, Comments, Socials
- Experience, Education, Skills, and Activity
- Email, Phone Number, and Address

- Comments / Content
- Easily accessible to all



SoundCloud

- SoundCloud is a semi-anonymous website

- Often link to other socials; yet can be as 
anonymous as they want

- Creators / Publishers are more vulnerable

- Profile
- Posted media, Profile Picture, Socials
- Likes, Comments, and Reposts
- Followers/Following
- Playlists



Media OSINT

OPEN IMAGE IN NEW TAB!!!

Tineye, Yandex, Google Image Search
- Keyword searcher
- Cropping

Tineye: exact matches
Google: Similar

GOOGLE LENS IS YOUR FRIEND



Challenge Collection

UIUCTF 2020 - HackerIsabelle (6 challenges)
UIUCTF 2021 - ChaplinCoding (8 challenges)
UIUCTF 2022 - Chucklephucke (6 challenges)
SP 2019 - TotallyAHuman3025 (11 challenges)
Fall CTF 2021 - SpaghettiEsports (3 challenges)
CCC 2021 - con_angry (3 challenges)
Fall CTF 2022 - Spoingusthecat (4 challenges)
FA 2022 - Check ctf.sigpwny.com (8 challenges)

Those are the usernames for the first challenge of each suite, go figure 
out which platforms they belong to!!! Let us know if you are stuck / 
something seems down or broken

https://ctf.sigpwny.com


Next Meetings

2022-10-02 - Assembly (Seminar)
- Learn how assembly works!!!

2022-10-06 - PWN/Binary Exploitation I (Regular Meeting)
- Attack binaries!!! Buffer overflow!!




